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Abstract— A fundamental problem in human-robot collab-
oration is to ensure safety for humans being located in the
workspace of the robot. Several new robots, referred to as
collaborative robots, are pushing into the market. Most of
these so-called co-bots have similar properties. They are small,
lightweight and designed with big roundings to ensure safety
in the case of a collision with a human. Equipped with torque
sensors, external torque observers, tactile skins, etc., they are
able to stop the robot when an emergency occurs. While
developing more and more co-bots, the main focus lies on the
robot itself. But to make a robot deployable, a special tool for
a defined task is needed. These tools are often sharp-edged and
dangerous in case of a collision with a human. In this paper
we present a new safety module for robots to ensure safety for
different tools in collaborative tasks. This module, filled with
air pressure during the robot motion, covers mounted tools and
carried workpieces. In case of a non or very slow moving robot,
the safety module is able to pull back and the tool is uncovered.
In our experiments we found out that we can increase the
velocity up to 1 m/s while satisfying the requirements of the
ISO/TS 15066 and retain the full functionality of the tool.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human-robot collaboration is currently one of the main

topics in the robotics community. Regarding industrial ap-

plications the demand on fenceless robot cells with collab-

orative and assistive robots is steadily growing. There are

different types of human-robot collaboration. One type is

a robot which is separated by light sensors, vision-based

workspace observer [1] or for example pressure sensor mats

[2], that trigger a robot to stop if a human enters the robot

workspace during an autonomous motion. In case a human

steps into the workspace the robot stops immediately to pre-

vent any dangerous situation. Nevertheless, the human is able

to interact with the robot in an idle state or put it into a hand-

guided mode. The danger of a severe injury is potentially low.

Another type are autonomous robots without any boundaries

or safety sensors around the workspace. Humans are able

to enter the workspace of the robot while it is moving and

the risk to collide with the robot is highly probable. Robots

such as the DLR lightweight robot LWR III [3] are able

to react to a collision by detecting external torques, and

therefore, they are able to safely collaborate with humans

under specific conditions (see Fig. 1). For collaborative

requirements the ISO 10218 [4] was introduced to define

particular conditions to allow human-robot collaboration.

Recently an extension was defined to specify “safety require-

ments for collaborative industrial robot systems and the work

environment” [5] which defines conditions for collaborative
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Fig. 1: The DLR Light-Weight-Robot - a sensitive torque

controlled robot for safe human-robot collaboration equipped

with a new module to ensure safety for all sort of tools.

robots: the technical specification ISO/TS 15066:2016. The

key content of the technical specification describes maximum

contact forces and peak pressures for a quasi-static and a

transient contact.

Heretofore, fundamental work was done by the robotics

community that executed many experiments and crash tests

and analyzed the resulting effects to a human. Scientific

pioneering work was done by Yamada et al. who introduced

human pain tolerance as a criterion for safe robot impact

behavior [6]. Thereupon, a significant work was done by

Haddadin et al. who analyzed injuries with different robots

considering the severity of injuries to a human caused by

a collision with a robot [7], [8], [9], [10]. The resulting

information exhibits that the severity of an injury depends on

the mass, geometry and velocity of the colliding object [11].

To prevent severe injuries the safety community developed

a wide variety of solutions for example actuation mecha-

nisms [12], [13], collision avoidance control schemes [14],

[15] and vision/sensor-based human detection and prediction

[16]. However, all these technologies are not yet or only

partially allowed for industrial applications. Therefore, we

focus on hardware solutions to prevent danger to humans for

accelerating human-robot collaboration technologies. There

exist different solutions like using capacitive sensors [17] or
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Fig. 2: Functionality of the DLR safety module; a) deflated

module with a standard two-finger gripper; b) deflated mod-

ule with a vacuum gripper and camera; c) deflated module

for random type of, for example, 3D-printed tools, hooks

etc. (similar used in a known automobile manufacturing); d)

inflated module covers a), b) and c) completely and ensures

a safe and fast motion without harming a human.

protective skins as cushion at the robot [18], [19]. These

solutions are made to cover the robot structure but only

partially the robot tool. Using protective skins for tools

has one distinct disadvantage. It is highly probable that

they influence the functionality of the tool. Recently, Shunk

presented a gripper called Co-Act equipped with capacitive

sensors to stop the robot in spatial proximity [20] which is

quite a plausible solution for the problem of unsafe tools.

However, the product was a case study and is only related to

grippers from Schunk which leads to a deficit in flexibility

for the manufacturer.

In this paper we present a new method to cover potentially

unsafe tools of all sorts to enable economic human-robot

collaboration and to increase performance while satisfying

mandatory regulations. The paper is organized as follows.

In Sec. II we describe the approach to cover unsafe tools

for ensuring safe motions in collaborative tasks. Sec. III

describes the experiments and analyzes the results by using

impact force measurements and Fujifilm prescale pressure

measurement film. Section IV concludes the paper and gives

an outlook to future work.

II. APPROACH

As mentioned above, one big issue of bringing robots into

collaborative or interactive tasks are unsafe tools with sharp

edges. In this section we present a new approach which

enables safe human-robot collaboration in industrial tasks by

covering these edges. The requirements to a safety system

for tools are basically that the tool is covered and safe during

a fast motion of the robot. Furthermore, there should be

no restrictions for the tool when it is needed for gripping

or manipulating an object. To achieve this, a mechanism

is needed that is able to extend around the tool in case of

an insecure situation, which basically always occurs when a

robot moves autonomously. Additionally the mechanism has

to be able to retract itself when the full functionality of the

tool is required.

This is the motivation of the paper at hand. We developed

an airbag-like safety-module which builds a cushion between

the robotic end-effector and the human in case of a collision

(see Fig. 1). The main idea is, that the airbag does not trigger

at an approaching danger but is rather always inflated during

unsafe motions of the robot. This leads to an intrinsically

safe motion with an unsafe end-effector. The inflation is

realized by air pressure which is commonly existent in every

industrial production.

The second and very important feature of the safety

module is that it is able to deflate when the robot is standing

still or moving very slow and safe. The deflation—depicted

in Fig. 2 a), b) and c)—in combination with elastic bands

or springs allows to pull the covering away and therefore

provides open access to the tool.

The selected material is Nylon since it is an established

and well-proven material for airbags as used in cars and

bicycle helmets, for example. The design is a special con-

struct of chambers to reduce the overall volume and brings

it into a desired shape such that the tool is fully covered.

The reduction of volume is an important aspect because the

smaller the volume the faster is the inflation and deflation.

This is due to the air flow in the supply pipe which has a

limited diameter when it is led through the robot. To ensure

fast cycle times it is necessary to optimize the inflation time

of the safety module. But it is recommended not to inflate

explosively, because of potential injuries to humans or that

the tool drops unknown gripped objects, even in idle state.

As mentioned above using foam as safety cushion does

not allow to free the tool. With the developed safety module

we are able to evacuate the airbag and allow to pull back

the covering. The pull back can be done by elastic bands or

springs. However, it is equally important to deflate and pull

back the airbag. The difference for deflating is that it can be

done as fast as possible because it cannot emerge a danger

by deflating the airbag.

As one can see in Fig. 2, the safety module is not

depending on a special tool. This means it is possible to

rapidly recreate new tools, for example by 3D-printing and

covering it with the safety module. The size of the airbag can

also be customized very easily and enables fast set-up times.

However, the robot should fit the requirements of HRC, e.g.

collision detection.

Another advantage of the developed safety module is that

it covers more than only the tool. The customization can also

depend on the carried object of the robot. The form can be

adjusted so as to cover the object, too, and therefore a safe

motion with carried object is possible, as well.
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Fig. 3: a) DLR lightweight robot LWR III, b) JR3 six-DoF force-torque sensor, c) valve and connection to airbag flange, d)

airbag, filled with air pressure e) standard two-finger gripper

In case a human is clamped by the robot and is not able

to free himself because the joint-brakes are activated, we are

able to deflate the airbag, for example after a defined time

of the collision, and the human is finally free.

The measurements revealed an inflation time of approxi-

mately 0.5 sec. In the experiments the inflation was triggered

right before the start of the motion without a delay. Less than

a second, currently 0.8 sec., is needed to deflate the safety

module. Nevertheless, the deflation time has the potential to

be further reduced. The functional safety can be achieved by

sensing the current pressure.

III. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we describe the experimental setup we

used for collision experiments with a crash-test dummy and

the DLR lightweight robot LWR III. Then, we compare

collisions without an airbag covering the tool and an inflated

airbag. Therefore, we analyze the arising forces depending

on different velocities during the impact. Finally, we analyze

the impacts with Fujifilm prescale pressure measurement film

[21].

A. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 3. We chose

to use an exemplary setup which is similar to a collab-

orative workbench which could be used someday in real

industrial scenarios. The workbench is equipped with an

eight degrees of freedom (DoF) robotic system. The seven-

DoF DLR light-weight robot is mounted on a linear axis

to extend the workspace of the robot. The weight of the

robot is about 14 kg. The linear axis is drive-belt-driven

from Bosch Rexroth with a position sensor at the driven end

and a link-sided position sensor to ensure redundancy in the

velocity measurement. As tool a common two-finger gripper

is used. The system with eight DoF is position-controlled

during the experiments to ensure comparable motions for

the experiments with and without the safety module.

Between the end-effector with the attached safety module

and the robot TCP a six-DoF force-torque sensor (FTS)

is mounted. The sensor is a JR3 FTS which is used to

measure impact forces. The tool in combination with the

safety module and the FTS has a weight of 2.2 kg. The tool

has several sharp edges, i.e. the radii of the tool are less than

0.2 mm.

B. Collision detection

For detecting collisions and preventing to continue the

motion after a collision, we use a disturbance observer

introduced in [22], and extended in [23]. However, using the

torque sensor measurements and the estimated generalized

momentum p = M(q)q̇ as internal state, we are able to

determine the external torques. Conditioned by sensor noise

and inaccuracies in the robot model we use a threshold so

that the collision detection does not trigger during motion.

In the case of a collision there are different possibilities to

react. Closing brakes, switching to gravity-free mode or just

stopping the robot by setting the current position to desired

ones [23]. The latter is used in this paper, as it is often used

in industrial HRC use cases.

C. Comparison of forces with an active and an inactive

safety module

In order to compare the impact of a robot with a potentially

unsafe tool and the developed safety module, we recorded

the force data during impact. The forces are depicted in

Fig. 4. For the impact area at the crash test dummy, we

chose the forehead. The motion of the robot is an eight-DoF

motion including the linear axis, and the type of the motion

is chosen to be a possible standard motion in an industrial

task. For the quantization of the robotic end-effector velocity,
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Fig. 4: Upper row: impact forces in N for a disabled (black line) and for an enabled (green line) safety module; bottom

row: the associated velocity of the end-effector.

we selected steps of 0.4 m/s with a velocity vector of

ẋ = [0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2]m/s, see Fig. 4 bottom row. At the

time of the collision an abrupt drop of the velocity occurs.

This depends on the impact forces and the collision strategy.

In case of a detected collision, the robot stops immediately

without closing the brakes, which of course has an effect on

the resulting forces.

In the upper row of the figure the forces are shown over the

time of the impact. The black solid line depicts the impact

forces over time of the gripper hitting the human forehead.

The gripper is uncovered and has no additional safety system.

The green solid line depicts the same impact at the same

impact velocity, but this time with the gripper covered by

the safety module.

Using the safety module we reach a reduction of the

maximum impact forces during slow motions (0.4 m/s) of

approximately 28.27 %, mid speed (1.2 ms) 66.12 % and fast

motions (2.0 m/s) up to 70.1 %. This is an essential reduction

of impact forces. The force progression of an activated airbag

exhibits a behavior of a spring-damper system, which can be

observed in Fig. 4, green lines. The resulting contact forces

depending on the end-effector velocity are depicted in Fig. 5.

The slope of the contact forces regarding the activated airbag

is substantially smaller.

Regarding ISO/TS 15066 the maximum quasi-static con-

tact force for the middle of the forehead, which was the

contact area at the dummy, is 130 N. This implies that

the robot is allowed to move with 0.8 m/s in case of an
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Fig. 5: Maximum force measurements during contact with

the crash-test dummy depending on the velocity of the

robot end-effector. The black solid line depicts the maximum

absolute measured contact force with an inactive safety

module. The green solid line depicts the maximum force

with an active safety module.

inactive airbag. An activated airbag allows to move the robot

with up to 1.6 m/s, leading to an substantial increase of the

performance. Regarding the entire body, the maximum force



(a) 0.40 m/s (b) 0.80 m/s (c) 1.21 m/s (d) 1.59 m/s (e) 2.00 m/s

(f) 0.40 m/s (g) 0.80 m/s (h) 1.21 m/s (i) 1.59 m/s (j) 2.00 m/s

Fig. 6: Prescale pressure measurement films — Pressure distribution at the head of the crash-test dummy with deflated

(upper row) and with inflated airbag safety system (lower row). For measuring the pressure distribution of the deflated airbag

the Low pressure films (LW) with a pressure range between 250 N/cm2 up to 1000 N/cm2, and for the inflated airbag Super

Low pressure films (LLW) with a pressure range between 50 N/cm2 up to 250 N/cm2 were used.

of quasi-static1 contact, reported in ISO/TS 15066, is 65 N for

the face, in particular the masticatory muscle. Using linear

interpolation between 0.8 m/s and 0.4 m/s we are allowed to

move the robot with approximately 0.53 m/s for a deflated

airbag. For the inflated airbag the respective interpolated

velocity is 1.01 m/s, i. e. twice as large in comparison to an

evacuated airbag.

D. Experimental results with pressure film

For measuring the peak pressure as described in

ISO/TS 15066 we used Prescale pressure measurement films

by Fujifilm. There are different types of measurement films,

in particular they differ in their pressure range. To obtain

a representative comparison to the data of ISO/TS 15066

which lies in the range of 110 N/cm2 to 289 N/cm2 we chose

the super low pressure Prescale (LLW) with a range from

50 N/cm2 up to 250 N/cm2 and the low pressure Prescale

(LW) with a range from 250 N/cm2 up to 1000 N/cm2. In

1Note, that there are no factor-values for transient contact in the
ISO/TS 15066, i.e. the quasi-static limits matter

our experiments the films were attached to the middle of the

forehead and the robot was moved until a collision occurred

as described in Sec. III-C. It is important to notice that the

experiments with the pressure film were done in parallel to

the force experiments. It provides the possibility to compare

maximum impact forces with the films, since both data are

from the same runs.

In Fig. 6 the results of the experiments are shown. In the

upper row the LW films were used for the experiments with

the gripper and an inactive safety module. As one can see the

emerging color of the film reaches the maximum at 0.8 m/s

and higher. Regarding the results of more than 1000 N/cm2

for most of the pressure films of the deflated airbag the

measured pressure peaks are much higher as suggested by

ISO/TS 15066. It is not advisable to operate such a system

without making safety arrangements. Moving the robot with

less velocity makes the system inefficient and uneconomical.

The second row in Fig. 6 depicts the results from a collision

with an active safety module. It is important to notice that

we used the LLW films with a range from 50 N/cm2 up to



250 N/cm2. As one can see, the results show an essential

improvement of reducing the peak pressure with a maximum

always below 250 N/cm2.

If we assume that we have a full collaborative robotic work

cell with a standard robotic gripper attached to the TCP as

used in our experiments without any further safety systems,

the limitation of the velocity is defined by the peak pressure

and should definitely be less than 0.4 m/s. Moving the robot

with an active safety module allows to set the velocity up to

1 m/s regarding the maximum forces in a quasi-static contact.

The results of the pressure measurement allow a velocity

higher than 2 m/s. However, the maximum velocity is defined

by the maximum forces of ISO/TS 15066. Regarding the

reflected inertia, we used the streched out arm with a high

reflectef inertia. Finally, with the proposed safety module we

are able to move the robot with 1 m/s given the assumption

that the maximum velocity defined in ISO 10218 of 0.25 m/s

is suspended.

IV. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK

This paper presented a new approach for safe physical

human-robot interaction related to the danger of a robotic

tool. We developed a safety module similar to the well

known concept of airbags used in automobile industry for

reducing consequences of a blunt impact. The difference to

common airbags is the re-usability and that the airbag is

inflated during every motion of the robot. We showed that

a collaborative task with a robot can be performed much

more efficiently using the safety module. We analyzed the

force data of a collision with a crash-test dummy and the

occurring pressure by using pressure measurement films. We

found out that we can increase the velocity up to 1 m/s

while satisfying the requirements of ISO/TS 15066 with

the presented experimental setup. Using the acceleration and

deceleration time for inflating and deflating the airbag that

no danger of injury can occur, we are able to perform an

industrial task in an efficient and economic way.

Nevertheless, there is still the potential risk of pressure

drop in the airbag during the manipulation of objects. Thus,

we are going to analyze different sensor technologies in

future studies in order to observe the status of the airbag.

E.g., we will apply pressure sensors to observe unreasonably

high or low pressure which reasons a malfunction of the

airbag and requires to switch off the airbag and reduce the

end-effector velocities. Furthermore, we will analyze the risk

moving the end-effector to the central axis of the device.
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